
 
“Form is temporary: Class is permanent.”
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TIGER PROWLS AGAIN

One of the most eagerly awaited comebacks ever took place at last weeks 

Accenture World Matchplay Championship. Tiger Woods who was out of the game 
for eight months since winning the 2008 US Open made his return to competitive 

play by winning his opening match. Prior to the event and when asked about what he 

had missed Tiger answered, “I missed competing. I just had to find competition in 
different ways. What I did was I really focused on my rehab, it was my own personal 

competition each and every day to get better, because I couldn't do it in the golfing 

arena. So I had to turn my competitive juices into a different area, and it was fun. I 
made my workouts more productive”. His statement reveals a competitive instinct 

that is found in many champions.  

RUGBY UNION FEELS THE FORCE OF THE FREE MARKET

Wasps rugby have lost the services of three of its England Internationals, James 

Haskell, Tom Palmer and Riki Flutey have accepted contracts with French clubs. 
The Guinness Premiership has a salary cap and with rugby offering a relatively short 

career, more players may be tempted to follow the path that is been paved by the 

pioneers. For clubs who have academies and wish to develop home grown talent 
they may have their hands forced to offer long term contracts in order to keep 

players at the club. Issues such as national selection, player development and salary 

negotiations must be faced by rugby

RECORD BREAKER

Although Blackburn Rovers striker Santa Cruz ended Britain’s longest streak without 
conceding a goal by scoring in their defeat by Manchester United, it was the reserve 

keeper Tomasz Kuszczak  that was between the sticks. United's first choice 

goalkeeper Edwin van der Sar is still undefeated in more than 22 hours and is on a 
streak of 14 premiership matches without conceding a single goal. He has truly 

replaced Old Trafford legend Peter Schmeichel after joining the club in 2005. 

Manager Sir Alex Ferguson had originally looked to Van der Sar to replace 
Schmeichel but lost out to Juventus. Finally he got his man but many thought that he 

was reaching the end of his career and was seen as a temporary solution, but with 

his phlegmatic approach and careful marshalling of his defence he is still the one to 
beat.  
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EDWIN VAN DER SAR

D.O.B:  29.10.1970

HEIGHT: 1.97 /  6ft 5 ½ins

APPEARANCES:

HOLLAND: 130

AJAX: 281

JUVENTOS:   76

FULHAM: 154

MANCHESTER UTD: 174

"Change yourself and your work will seem different."
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SPEEDO

FOUNDED:     Bondi Beach,   
    New South Wales, 
    Australia 

YEAR:    1914

FOUNDER:     A. MacRae

HEADQUARTERS: Nottingham, Eng

The SPEEDO® LZR RACER™

Launched February 14, 2008 

Independently tested

5% more efficiency 

10% less passive drag

Ultrasonic welding

"Life's blows cannot break a person whose spirit is warmed at the fire of enthusiasm.."
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IS EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY CHANGING SPORT TO 

THE POINT WHERE RECORDS ARE MEANINGLESS? 

Elite performers will always look for the edge, some unfortunately have gone too far 

with the use of performance enhancing substances but all take the maximum 

advantage offered by equipment technology. In golf the optimization of club and ball 
technology has resulted in huge increases in drive distances and enhanced control. 

Advances in the design and construction of tennis rackets have changed the tactics 

used by many leading players and of course cyclist use equipment in competition that 
bear little resemblance to those used previously. 

The world of swimming is facing major decisions according to a report by Matt Slater 
for the BBC. Slater reported on a call to ban the new high–tech suits that were used 

to great effect in 2008 with 79 of the 108 world records to fall being claimed by 

athletes wearing the Speedo LZR Racer. Jason Rance, Speedo's vice-president of 
marketing and former head of the research and development division that came up 

with the LZR, told BBC Sport the suit did not provide any buoyancy. Its secret was 

that it reduced drag through the water and welcomed the governing body’s attempts 
to tighten the rules relating to buoyancy.

Buoyancy is clearly an issue and even if the new suits are cleared then rules 

regarding the number of suits might have to be looked at as swimmers squeeze into 

more than one suit in an attempt to compress their bodies and trap air for buoyancy.  

F1 often at the cutting edge of technology have announced the new rules and 

regulations for 2009. Changes to both the Sporting and Technical Regulations have 
been made by the FIA with the primary aims being those of increased reliability and 

cost reduction, reducing the role of aerodynamics in the car's performance; making 

overtaking easier; and keeping lap times in check. The sport should really benefit 
from increased overtaking opportunities and this combined with changes to the rules 

pertaining to the safety car where the pit lane remains open throughout any safety-

car period, should make the sport more exciting.  

Perhaps other sports should consider rolling back or limiting the intervention of 
equipment technology in order to preserve the link between amateurs and 

professionals. After all not every sports enthusiast can afford to buy the latest 

performance enhancing equipment. 
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"To avoid criticism do nothing, say nothing, be nothing."
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A RECORD HEARD AROUND THE WORLD

In these days when sporting records fall on a daily basis and when the internet allows 

the news to be spread around the world in seconds complete with high definition video 
and photographs, it is rare when a record is considered to be outstanding. But this was 

not always the way and there is no doubt that one such record attempt created waves 

around the World.

For many years, the 4-minute mile was considered not only unreachable but, 

according to physiologists, any serious attempt would be “dangerous to the health of 
any athlete”.

On the 6th  of May 1954, Roger Bannister crossed the finish line with a time of 3 
minutes, 59.4 seconds, he broke through a psychological barrier for the sport as well. 

By the end of 1957, 16 runners had logged sub-4-minute miles. 

For weeks before the attempt Bannister had approached the task scientifically, working 

alone and with training partners he set a very demanding schedule which he 

completed in his lunch break. Not much chance of a full-time devotion to the sport as 
he was a medical student at Oxford. The 25 year old actually prepared for the attempt 

on Paddington Green in London in high winds, which was just as well as on the day 

there were strong crosswinds. 

According to his training log, Bannister achieved: seven half miles at an average of 

2:03; 10 quarter miles at an average of 58.9; three-quarters of a mile in 2:59.8, and a 
half mile in 1:54. He was prepared to run but on the day he considered that the winds 

would be to high and it was only just before the race was due to start that he decided 

to go. 

His two pacemakers, Chris Brasher and Chris Chataway were prepared and all three 

took to the track. Brasher took the lead as the first pacemaker and Bannister dropped 
into his slipstream while Chataway took the third position. Inevitably Brasher began to 

feel the strain and so Bannister signalled for Chataway to take the pace over as 

Brasher fell away with his job done. With just over 200 yards to go Bannister took the 
lead and sprinted to the line in record time.  Bannister looked awful after crossing the 

line when he fell to the ground, he later said, "It was only then that real pain overtook 

me," he said. "I felt like an exploded flashlight with no will to live; I just went on existing 
in the most passive physical state without being unconscious."

Some minutes later the time was announced. "Three ... " The rest was drowned out by 
the cheering crowd. 

Sir Roger Gilbert Bannister, CBE

D.O.B: 23.03.1929

Place: Harrow, England

Gold Medal: Commonwealth ('54) 

    

EuropeanS ('54) 

Record: Mile

 
Date:   06.05.1954

Time: 3 mins 59.4 sec



 

MAKING HOME ADVANTAGE COUNT

Football coach Jose Mourinho has an impressive record of over 100 consecutive league 

matches without defeat. The record which spans seven years and three different 

countries surely places Mourinho as the “special one” when playing at home. The last 
taste of home defeat came on THE 23rd February 2002 when SC Beira Mar beat Porto in 

the Supa Liga. Since then Mourinho guided Porto to 36 wins in 38 matches before 

leaving to take charge of Chelsea in the Premiership where his results were 46 wins 
from 60 matches and the streak is still on with his reign at Inter Milan being just as 

impressive with 13 unbeaten games since the start of the season. 

MANAGEMENT BUYOUT APPROVED (BUT NOT CONFIRMED)

For several weeks the future of the Honda F1 team has been in doubt, but a deal which 
includes Honda and Bernie Ecclestone looks like ensuring that the team will be on the 

grid in Melbourne when the 2009 F1 season receives the green light. Team manager 

Ross Bawn is leading the buy-out and as yet there has not been an announcement of 
the name under which the team will operate. Lead driver Jenson Button looks likely to 

be joined by a Brazilian driver, either Rubens Barrichello or Bruno Senna, a decision is 

likely within the next few days. Testing will begin in Barcelona on 9th March.

J- LO , SWIMS CYCLES AND RUNS FOR CHARITY

The story of a charity Triathlon took my eye last September and was reported by 

Hannah Pool for the Guardian. Jennifer Lopez took part in the event for the first time: a 

classic triathlon which included a half-mile swim, followed by an 18 mile bike ride and a 
four mile run took place in Malibu. Lopez who is famously an ex dancer before getting 

into singing and acting had never done a Triathlon before but had been on the athletics 

team at her high school. Her time of 2:23:28 would not set the World alight but should 
be an inspiration for many.  

I LIKE THIS QUOTE

One day of practice is like one day of clean living.  It doesn't do you any good.  ~Abe 
Lemmons
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“Optimists are right. So are pessimists. It's up to you to choose which you will be.”
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TRIATHLON

Swimming, running, and cycling.

Common distances:

Sprint: 

swim    0.75km     0.47 miles
cycle  20     km   12.4   miles
run    5     km     3.1   miles

Olympic: 

swim         1.5km       0.93 miles
cycle  40   km     24.8   miles
run  10   km       6.2   miles  

Ironman:

swim    3.8km       2.4   miles
cycle     180   km   112      miles
run  42.2km     26.2   miles



Tony Bennett Contacts
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